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Abstract

With the rise of open data, identifiability of individuals based on 3D renderings

obtained from routine structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans of the head

has become a growing privacy concern. To protect subject privacy, several algorithms

have been developed to de-identify imaging data using blurring, defacing or refacing.

Completely removing facial structures provides the best re-identification protection

but can significantly impact post-processing steps, like brain morphometry. As an

alternative, refacing methods that replace individual facial structures with generic

templates have a lower effect on the geometry and intensity distribution of original

scans, and are able to provide more consistent post-processing results by the price of

higher re-identification risk and computational complexity. In the current study, we

propose a novel method for anonymized face generation for defaced 3D

T1-weighted scans based on a 3D conditional generative adversarial network. To

evaluate the performance of the proposed de-identification tool, a comparative study

was conducted between several existing defacing and refacing tools, with two differ-

ent segmentation algorithms (FAST and Morphobox). The aim was to evaluate

(i) impact on brain morphometry reproducibility, (ii) re-identification risk, (iii) balance

between (i) and (ii), and (iv) the processing time. The proposed method takes 9 s for
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face generation and is suitable for recovering consistent post-processing results after

defacing.
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brain morphometry, conditional generative adversarial networks, defacing, de-identification,
magnetic resonance imaging, privacy, re-identification risk

1 | INTRODUCTION

Due to its superior soft tissue contrast, magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) has become the modality of choice for clinical brain imaging.

MRI is widely used for the diagnosis and monitoring of various dis-

eases, such as dementia, Alzheimer's disease, multiple sclerosis, brain

cancer, and others. It plays an equally important role in research on

these diseases and more broadly in neuroscience.

The field of view of MRI head scans typically includes the subject

face, which raised privacy concerns about sharing this data already a

decade ago and have been gaining increasing attention in recent years

(Mazura et al., 2012; Prior et al., 2009; Schwarz et al., 2019). This is in

part due in part to the availability of automated face recognition soft-

ware that achieves very high accuracy (Deepface python

library, 2021; National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2021).

Indeed, identification of a person from a routine head MR scan was

shown to be a feasible task (Abramian & Eklund, 2019;

Christopher, 2022; Schwarz et al., 2019).

While the research environment becomes more demanding in

terms of providing open access to the data, for example, following

FAIR principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016), the possibility of subject re-

identification might collide with privacy regulations. Currently, data

privacy protection regulations often require removal of any identifi-

able features from the data to avoid the possibility of mapping partic-

ular people with certain diseases; in some cases, such rulings also

imply facial de-identification (U.S. Department of Health and Human

Services Office for Civil Rights, 2013).

Various techniques were proposed for face de-identification,

which are split between three approaches: (i) defacing, that is,

completely or partially removing facial features (Cox, 1996; Cox &

Hyde, 1997; Gulban et al., 2022); (ii) refacing, that is, changing the

facial features (Mikulan et al., 2021) or defacing and inserting a new

face (Cox, 1996; Cox & Hyde, 1997; Huelnhagen et al., 2020; Schwarz

et al., 2021); (iii) blurring using spatial filters (Milchenko &

Marcus, 2012).

Despite the availability of de-identification tools and respective

studies, the question of their impact on the outcomes of downstream

image processing remains unclear. Potentially inconsistent post-

processing results can be caused for example, by a failure of a skull-

stripping procedure, which is usually a part of in brain segmentation

software to solely process brain tissue in subsequent steps, and can

be sensitive to either intensity histogram changes or head shape

deformations (Kalavathi & Surya Prasath, 2015). Also, image registra-

tion steps, which are part of many image analysis workflows, are

sensitive to image alterations induced by image anonymization tech-

niques. Defacing is claimed to provide the best privacy protection

among (i–iii). However, different studies that comparing various image

de-identification tools report that defacing can alter the results of

brain tissue segmentation, subcortical segmentation, cortical thickness

estimation, or atrophy estimation, yet deriving different conclusions

about significance of this impact (Bhalerao et al., 2022; de Sitter

et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2022; Gao et al., 2023; Huelnhagen

et al., 2020; Rubbert et al., 2022; Schwarz et al., 2021; Theyers

et al., 2021).

In comparison to defacing, the refacing mitigates the impact on

image post-processing results, yet sufficiently protects from re-

identification of individuals (Huelnhagen et al., 2020; Mikulan

et al., 2021; Schwarz et al., 2021). First, the refacing has a smaller

effect on the intensity distribution of an image, as compared to defa-

cing. Second, refaced images show realistic facial features that are

closer to the shape-related assumptions built-in within downstream

processing steps such as brain extraction or image registration (see

Figure 1). While blurring causes the smallest alteration to image inten-

sity distribution, it may also be insufficient in terms of de-

identification, as the possibility to reconstruct facial features from

blurred scans was previously shown (Abramian & Eklund, 2019).

Therefore, refacing must achieve a trade-off between destructing or

altering the original image data and the residual re-identification

potential.

Existing refacing solutions comprise multi-step processing pipe-

lines using common processing tools, like FreeSurfer, ANTS, AFNI,

and other. Using population-average templates of faces for conduct-

ing refacing is a common solution (Cox, 1996; Cox & Hyde,1997;

Schwarz et al., 2021). Face replacement with a template, requires

defacing, correct registration and additional contrast adjustments of

the template face. The Anonymi (Mikulan et al., 2021) tool uses a dif-

ferent approach from population-average templates that includes

reconstruction of skin and skull surfaces with watershed algorithm,

determining potentially identifiable areas and filling the space

between skull and skin within identifiable areas with random values.

Based on this implementation, the outputs provided by Anonymi are

closer to facial blurring.

Despite the promise of existing refacing techniques, we hypothe-

size that conditional Generative adversarial networks (cGAN)

(Goodfellow et al., 2014) constitute a more suitable basis for a de-

identification tool. cGANs are used for conditional generative model-

ing in deep learning and have been widely explored for image-

to-image translation tasks in medical imaging (Yi et al., 2019). In
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application to the refacing task, they are able to avoid multi-step pro-

cessing pipelines that require sufficient resources for parallel proces-

sing, might be computationally greedy and exhibit potential points of

failure in each processing step. Instead, a cGAN can simultaneously

take care of the de-identification and factors contributing to consis-

tent post-processing within an inference. Internal noise injection via

dropout or noise layers contribute to de-identification of faces, while

the adversarial loss may provide similarity of faces necessary for con-

sistent post-processing. A previous study (Huelnhagen et al., 2020)

proposed a 2D pix2pix cGAN for the generation of a random face on

defaced images. This approach was shown to increase the

reproducibility of volumetric brain measurements compared to origi-

nal, non-deidentified images. Nevertheless, this study did not assess

the re-identification risk after refacing, and performed the assessment

of the morphometry results consistency in comparison to only one

defacing tool.

In this work, we propose a novel solution based on a 3D cGAN

for fast and effective refacing of defaced T1-weighted (T1w) MR

images. We developed a methodology to assess the performance of

the proposed technique that includes (i) evaluation of the impact on

post-processing results, using the example of volumetric brain mea-

surements obtained with the FSL's FAST and FIRST (Jenkinson

et al., 2012) as well as MorphoBox (Schmitter et al., 2014) brain seg-

mentation tools; (ii) approximation of the re-identification risk using

modern face recognition software; (iii) assessment of the trade-off

between (i) and (ii); (iv) estimation of the required processing time.

Moreover, we perform a similar assessment for several common defa-

cing and refacing software to understand where the proposed tool

stands in comparison to existing solutions for de-identification. The

compared de-identification tools include: pydeface (Gulban et al.,

2022) and afni _refacer (both in defacing and refacing modes) (Cox,

1996; Cox & Hyde, 1997) and mri_reface (Schwarz et al., 2021). The

workflow diagram summarizing the conducted experiments is pre-

sented in Figure 2. The results of the comparative study show that

the proposed technique achieves a comparable performance in terms

of (i) and (ii) among other refacing tools. However, the use of the pro-

posed cGAN becomes feasibly beneficial for face inpainting on

defaced images, as it can recover consistent post-processing results

while being orders of magnitude faster than existing tools.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Data

Seven hundred thirty-eight 3D T1-weighted scans were taken from

the TADPOLE dataset (TADPOLE challenge constructed by the Euro-

POND consortium, 2012-2024), a subset of Alzheimer's Disease Neu-

roimaging Initiative (ADNI) data (using ADNI-3-imaging protocol

reported in Gunter et al. (2017), including two sessions for

185 patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or Alzheimer's dis-

ease (AD) and 184 healthy controls. Patients were scanned on 1.5 T

(90% of the data) or 3.0T scanners from Siemens Healthcare

(Erlangen, Germany) or GE Healthcare (Chicago, Illinois,

United States). The age of the control subjects ranges from 60 to

90 years with mean and standard deviation of 77.5 ± 5.4 years;

patient ages span from 56 to 93 years, with mean and standard devia-

tion of 76.7 ± 7.2 years. One hundred twenty patients have confirmed

diagnoses of mild cognitive impairment, 65 patients—Alzheimer dis-

ease. Additional information is listed in Table 1.

All scans were divided into a training, a validation and a test set in

the proportion of 200:8:530 and stratified the prevalence of patients

F IGURE 1 Examples of the de/refacing techniques on one subject obtained on in-house data. More examples of the refacing with cGAN on
the in-domain ADNI data are available in Appendix F.
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F IGURE 2 Summary of experiments conducted within the current study. In addition to the presented experiments the processing time of
each de-identification tool was evaluated.

4 of 16 MOLCHANOVA ET AL.
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vs. controls in each set. Both sessions belonging to one subject were

put into the same set. The training and validation sets were used for

training the proposed 3D cGAN architecture and the test set was

used for assessing the performance of the de-identification tech-

niques. Datasets were compiled by stratification so that significant

biases in age, sex or scanner manufacturer are avoided. See more

details about the data distribution in the datasets in Appendix A.1.

Subject identifiers and session numbers for each of the sets are pro-

vided in the Supplementary Materials.

Pre-processing. A re-orientation to the Anterior Superior Left

(ASL) orientation was performed on all images if necessary to ensure

consistent processing conditions.

2.2 | cGAN refacing model

2.2.1 | Architecture

The refacing task can be formulated as defacing followed by genera-

tion of a new face. The latter was previously implemented using

population-average templates of faces followed by procedures for

anonymized face registration, contrast adjustment and/or additional

removal of identifiable features (Cox, 1996; Cox & Hyde,

1997; Schwarz et al., 2021). We propose a novel approach for face

generation based on conditional Generative adversarial networks

(cGANs) that does not require additional processing for face position-

ing or contrast adjustment and allows fast generation of a new anon-

ymized face with possible speedup using a GPU.

cGANs are used in deep learning for generative modeling and

allow learning a mapping between one domain of images to another

domain. Here, we learn a mapping from the domain of defaced images

to the domain of refaced images by training on input–output pairs

consisting of images defaced by afni_refacer in defacing mode as

input, and original non-anonymized images as output (target). Despite

learning a mapping to the space of original faces, de-identification is

provided by three factors: (i) inability to recover the original face from

a properly defaced image (Abramian & Eklund, 2019), (ii) early stop-

ping of the training process to limit similarity, (iii) random noise added

during inference time via dropout layers (Isola et al., 2017). The pro-

posed method will be further referred as cGAN afni _defacer.

For training, we only used scans defaced by afni_refacer in the

“defacing mode.” This tool together with pydeface (Gulban et al.,

2022) has previously shown superior performance in terms of correct

face removal in comparison to other techniques (Theyers et al., 2021).

While afni_refacer and pydeface showed a comparable performance,

afni_refacer's defacer removes a wider variety of identifiable facial fea-

tures. pydeface, for example, does not remove ears, and more impor-

tantly, it usually leaves parts of the eyes and the nose (see Figure 1).

Since our goal here was to learn a mapping to the space of the original

faces, the defaced images should not contain any identifiable facial

feature or their parts as there is a chance that they will be recovered

by the generator.

The proposed method is based on a vox2vox cGAN (Cirillo et al.,

2021) developed within the context of medical imaging (Yi

et al., 2019). Vox2vox architecture is a 3D analog of pix2pix. (Isola

et al., 2017), where in addition to replacing the convolutional layers

by the 3D analogs and decreasing the U-net depth, residual blocks

with dropout layers are added to the bottleneck of the architecture.

The network architecture is presented in Figure 3. Compared to pix2-

pix, vox2vox uses an L2 loss in the objective function instead of L1

aiming to promote smoothness instead of sharpness. Several works

explored the usage of the L1.5 loss (Harms et al., 2019; Liu

et al., 2020), which can be seen as a way to achieve a tradeoff

between smoothness and sharpness of the generated images. We

adopt a similar approach, observing a minor marginal improvement in

the image similarity metrics during training, such as structural similar-

ity index and peak signal-to-noise ratio.

2.2.2 | Training

Before sending the images to the network, both defaced and original

images underwent similar pre-processing steps, namely (i) intensity

thresholding with the value that approximately corresponds to the

80% percentile of maximum intensity values across scans in the train-

ing set, that is, Winsorising; (ii) linear intensity scaling to [�1,1] using

linear transform coefficients computed on the original images and

applied to both original and defaced images; (iii) division into four sub-

volumes of size 128 � 128 � 128. Step (i) is required to remove out-

liers from the intensity distributions before linear scaling. The subdivi-

sion of images on sub-volumes in step (iii) aims at reducing the

memory demand of the network. This step poses a limitation on

the image size that cannot exceed 256 � 256 � 256, however, typical

head MRI matrix sizes rarely exceed this size and the subdivision step

could also easily be adjusted to allow even larger images if needed.

The modified adversarial loss is defined as follows:

TABLE 1 Dataset composition.

Scanner manufacturer Field strength M:F ratio

Number of scans

TotalControl AD MCI

Siemens Healthcare 1.5T 0.93 186 58 110 354

3.0T 0.71 29 10 14 53

GE Healthcare 1.5T 1.29 136 60 116 312

3.0T 0.9 17 2 0 19

Summary 1.05 368 130 240 738

MOLCHANOVA ET AL. 5 of 16
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V D,Gð Þ¼ LcGANþ λLL1:5
¼ Ex,y logD x,yð Þ½ �þEz,y log 1�D y,G zjyð Þð Þð Þ½ �

þλEx,y,z x�G zjyð Þk k1:5
� �� min

G
max
D

,
ð1Þ

where G: z,y 7 ! x is a 3D U-net generator that learns a mapping

from the domain of defaced images to the domain of refaced images.

The noise z is included in the form of dropout; D(x,y) is a PatchGAN

discriminator that takes as an input images from both domains and

outputs the probability of N � N � N patches of the generated image

coming from the same distribution. λ is a parameter controlling the

impact of the LL1.5 term that was empirically chosen to be λ = 0.015,

after experimenting on the validation dataset.

Training was performed for a total of 50 epochs with validation

and weights saving on each seventh epoch and a cosine learning rate

decay every 1000 iterations on an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU with

32GB of memory, starting with a learning rate of 0.0002. All other

hyperparameters are provided in the accompanying code repository:

https://gitlab.com/acit-lausanne/refacing-cgan.

2.2.3 | Inference details

During the pre-processing before the inference, defaced images

underwent a preprocessing pipeline similar to the one used during

F IGURE 3 Overview of the proposed 3D cGAN including generator and discriminator architectures. 4D objects are visualized via 3D
projections by collapsing the depth axis, hence only Height (H), width (W) and channels (C) axes are displayed.

6 of 16 MOLCHANOVA ET AL.
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training. It included (i) winsorising, (ii) linear intensity scaling to [�1,1]

and (iii) division into four sub-volumes of size 128 � 128 � 128. Dur-

ing the inference, the dropout layers were switched on in order to

provide random noise to the generator, enforcing better anonymiza-

tion. After the inference, the sub-volumes were combined while aver-

aging overlapping areas, intensities were re-scaled back using the

transform coefficients saved during the pre-processing. Finally,

the values within a face and air mask were copied to the defaced

image to avoid unwanted changes in the brain, and additionally in the

final image all non-zero values in the air mask were removed. Face

and air mask were defined as the zero-values mask in the defaced

image that underwent a 3D morphological closing. The air mask in the

final image was formed by taking all values below 3 and applying a 3D

morphological closing.

2.2.4 | Hyperparameter tuning

Tuning of the inference-time dropout probability values and the

epoch number was done on the validation set by optimizing

the trade-off between consistency of volumetric results and degree of

privacy protection. For the trade-off assessment we use the method

described in Section 2.3.4.

2.3 | Performance assessment

Analogously to previous studies on face de-identification for medical

images (Mikulan et al., 2021; Schwarz et al., 2019; Schwarz et al., 2021),

we consider two aspects to be of the greatest importance when asses-

sing the performance of a face de-identification method, which are:

(i) consistency of image post-processing results and (ii) degree of privacy

protection after the method is applied. In order to narrow the task we

concentrated our effort on quantification of the effect on image post-

processing results using sub-cortical and cortical brain segmentation as

an example of a commonly performed target application. Segmentation

typically involves skull-stripping and other steps sensitive to the changes

in the intensity distribution or head deformations (Kalavathi & Surya

Prasath, 2015). While cortical thickness might be an interesting target to

investigate, it has been previously shown that it is less affected by defa-

cing compared to the volume estimates when using FreeSurfer segmen-

tation (Buimer et al., 2021). Besides, as brain extraction is performed in

the beginning of the cortical thickness estimation, we consider a total

intracranial volume (TIV) as a proxy. Another aspect that helps judging

about the applicability of techniques to real-world tasks is processing

speed, which was also estimated.

We conducted a comparative study between the proposed refa-

cing cGAN approach and several existing face de-identification tools,

that include two defacing tools (pydeface (Gulban et al., 2022) and

afni_refacer (Cox, 1996; Cox & Hyde, 1997) in defacing mode)

and two refacing tools (afni_refacer in refacing mode and mri_reface

(Schwarz et al., 2021)). The chosen defacing tools have previously

been shown to have the highest accuracy in terms of correct removal

of facial features and absence of alterations in brain voxels in compar-

ison to other defacing tools (Theyers et al., 2021). The afni_refacer de-

identification tool from AFNI (Cox, 1996; Cox & Hyde, 1997) provides

the possibility of both defacing and refacing, and both modes

were explored in the current study. They will be further referred to as

afni _defacer and afni_refacer. Mri_reface was previously compared to

existing defacing tools and has shown modestly lower effect on

volumetric brain measurements while providing comparable re-

identification risk (Schwarz et al., 2021). Both mri _reface and

afni_refacer include a first defacing stage and the subsequent insertion

of a population-average face. All de-identification tools differ in terms

of defaced areas, anonymized face generation, and how they place

the new face (see examples in Figure 1).

2.3.1 | Reproducibility of brain volumetry

We used two different tools to obtain volumetric brain measurements

and segmentation maps: FSL (Jenkinson et al., 2012) fsl_anat pipeline1

and the in-house developed research application MorphoBox

(Schmitter et al., 2014). Both techniques perform cortical and subcor-

tical brain segmentation, providing segmentation maps as outputs.

Absolute volumes estimates are provided by MorphoBox while for

fsl_anat they can be derived from the image's geometry and

segmentation map.

The two techniques segment different sets of subcortical brain

structures. Thus, for the analysis we used only bilateral volume esti-

mates evaluated by both methods. The set of structures for which the

volumetric estimates were analyzed include both large and small, cor-

tical and subcortical ones. These are grey matter (GM), white matter

(WM), total intracranial volume (TIV), thalamus, caudate, putamen, pal-

lidum, hippocampus and amygdala.

Results obtained on the original images were considered as the

ground truth and were further compared with the results obtained on

scans anonymized by the different techniques. Comparison aimed at

(i) detecting differences in absolute volumes, (ii) assessing test–retest

repeatability and (iii) assessing segmentation quality. For (i), paired

Wilcoxon tests were performed for the absolute volumes of each con-

sidered brain region, controlling false detection rate using the

Benjamini-Hochberg multiple comparison procedure across regions,

within each tool. For (ii), Bland–Altman plots and coefficients of

repeatability (CR) were computed for the difference in absolute vol-

umes of a brain region before and after face de-identification. For

(iii) Dice scores, averaged across brain regions, were computed using

segmentation maps before and after de-identification.

2.3.2 | Data exclusion criteria

In order to isolate the impact of failure of the different

de-identification or brain segmentation tools several criteria were

1https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/fsl_anat
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developed to detect those scans in order to exclude them from the

evaluation. These criteria include:

C1) Changes of voxels values in TIV mask generated by HD-BET

(Isensee et al., 2019) after de-identification: verify that values

within the brain mask are not affected by face de-identification;

C2) Visual assessment of defaced scans with outlying changes in

the frontal half of the image (containing the face): verification

that defacing was performed in the correct part of the head or

was performed at all;

C3) Visual assessment of the original images with outlying Dice

values computed between the brain tissue segmentation masks

(both from fsl_anat and MorphoBox) on the original and anon-

ymized images: detection of original scans where brain segmen-

tation algorithms failed on the original images, and thus can no

longer be used as the gold standard.

The number of scans anonymized by different tools that do not

pass C1) and C2) is an indicator of the (lack of) robustness of de-

identification tools on the considered dataset.

2.3.3 | Re-identification risk

Most modern face recognition software works with 2D facial images

and computes a distance between two faces. If the distance between

two faces is lower than some decision threshold, faces are considered

to belong to the same subject. Thus, the distances between faces

before and after anonymization for each of the scans can be used as a

proxy for re-identification risk. More specifically, we used the average

and standard deviation of these “before/after distances,” as well as

the percentage of potentially identifiable cases (percentage of same-

subject before-after pairs with distances below the decision thresh-

old), to quantify the re-identification risk.

As the dataset used does not have real-world photos of individ-

uals, we use 2D facial images generated from the original non-

anonymized MRI images as a proxy for real-world photos. To generate

2D facial images from 3D T1w scans we used the marching cubes

algorithm (Lorensen & Cline, 1987) for mesh generation and the Surf

Ice (2021) software for mesh visualization (see more details in

Appendix C).

Since the generated face render images do not resemble real-

world photos of faces, not all common face recognition models will

work correctly on these images without additional tuning. We aimed

at selecting a face recognition model that can recognize faces on the

generated images without additional tuning. For this purpose, the

performance of seven state-of-the-art pre-trained DL-based models

(Deepface python library, 2021) were compared using 2D facial

images generated on the training set. The compared models include

VGG-Face, Google FaceNet, OpenFace, Facebook DeepFace, Dee-

pID, ArcFace and Dlib. The best model was the one with the best

separation between the classes of correct matches (two faces belong-

ing to one subject, but different time points) and incorrect matches

(two faces belonging to different subjects) in terms of cosine facial

distance. After evaluation, ArcFace (Deng et al., 2021) showed supe-

rior ability in this aspect in comparison to other models. From the dis-

tribution of distance within classes of correct and incorrect matches,

we were able to determine an approximate threshold separating simi-

lar and different faces. For a more detailed description of the model

and threshold selection procedure, we refer to Appendix D.

The re-identification risk is inversely proportional to the distance

between the original and anonymized faces. Hence, the mean of the

inverse distances between the faces generated from the original and

de/refaced images across all images was used as a single measure of

the re-identification risk of an de-identification technique. Lower

values of the average inverse distance correspond to lower re-

identification risk.

2.3.4 | Trade-off between volumetric
reproducibility and re-identification risk

An ideal face anonymization method would yield both high repro-

ducibility of volumetry and low re-identification risk. To evaluate

the trade-off between these aspects, we propose a balance plot

which considers a single measure summarizing the performance

of both aspects. In the plot, the x-axis represents the effect on

volumetric brain measurements and the y-axis re-

identification risk.

As a measure of the effect on volumetric estimates of a de-

identification tool a repeatability coefficient over the normalized

absolute volumes was used. For this, absolute volumes for each con-

sidered brain region for different subjects were linearly scaled to [0,1]

range using min and max values from the original images. The differ-

ence in normalized volumes for all brain regions were jointly used for

computation of CR. We will further refer to this measure as the nor-

malized coefficient of repeatability (nCR). Lower values of nCR corre-

spond to better reproducibility. As a measure of spread, we used

standard deviation across CR values computed across images within

different normalized brain volumes.

The re-identification risk is inversely proportional to the distance

between the original and anonymized faces. Hence, the mean of the

inverse distances between the faces generated from the original and

de/refaced images across all images was used as a single measure of

the re-identification risk of a de-identification technique.

Lower values of the average inverse distance correspond to lower

re-identification risk.

2.3.5 | Processing time evaluation

The processing time of a de-identification tool can give an idea about

its applicability to real-world tasks that may imply processing large

datasets. For evaluation of per-scan processing time, time measure-

ments were collected during processing of eight scans from the vali-

dation set by each tool.

8 of 16 MOLCHANOVA ET AL.
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The 3D cGAN is the only technique that can be executed on a

GPU, thus, measurements were collected both for GPU and CPU exe-

cution. An NVIDIA Tesla V100 was used for GPU execution, while for

CPU execution two 12 core 24 thread Intel Xeon Gold 6126 CPU @

2.60GHz were used. Another difference from the rest of the tech-

niques is that the cGAN afni_defacer can be applied to the whole data-

set with parallel pre-processing of scans, while the rest of the

techniques assume single scans as an input. In this experiment we uti-

lize this feature and do pre-processing before the inference in parallel

on separate cores.

The rest of the techniques implement inner parallelism where the

number of cores is not controlled by the user. Thus, for their inner

parallelism all 48 threads from the two Intel Xeon Gold 6126 CPU @

2.60GHz were available.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Failed cases analysis

Using the pre-defined criteria described in Section 2.3.2, out of the

initial 530 scans only 364 scans were left for further analysis, meaning

that 166 were excluded under different conditions. Details on the

number of excluded scans based on different criteria are listed in

Table 2. Most scans (143 of 165) were excluded because of pydeface

failure. These failures are caused either by pydeface cutting frontal

parts of the brain or because defacing was performed in the incorrect

part of the head. The characteristic examples of the different types of

failures are listed in the Appendix A.2.

3.2 | Reproducibility of volumetry

Results of statistical testing are shown in Table 3 as p-values obtained

from Wilcoxon paired tests to detect statistically significant differ-

ences in volumetric results before and after de-identification. Overall,

for fsl_anat most regions (7–9 out of 10) were significantly different

independent of which face de-identification tool was used. For Mor-

phoBox there was more variation across the different de-identification

methods, with afni_refacer and cGAN afni_defacer showing the lowest

number of different regions (0 and 1 out of 10 respectively). Afni_de-

facer showed the greatest number of structures where statistically sig-

nificant differences were detected, which is 7 out of 10 structures.

Results of the reproducibility assessment in a form of CRs com-

puted for the differences between absolute volume estimates before

and after de-identification are shown in Table 4. Briefly, mri reface and

cGAN afni _defacer shows the overall best reproducibility having the

lowest and comparable CRs both for fsl_anat and MorphoBox brain

segmentation results. Afni_refacer has higher CRs in all brain struc-

tures, however, in most of the brain structures the CRs computed

TABLE 2 Number of failed cases in the test dataset chosen according to criteria described in section.

Criteria Original pydeface afni_defacer afni_refacer mri_reface cGAN afni_defacer

C1 - 64 0 0 9 0

C2 - 79 0 - - -

C3 14 - - - - -

TABLE 3 Corrected p-values and number of brain regions with significantly different absolute volume (paired Wilcoxon tests on results based
on original scans and scans anonymized by different tools).

Brain regions

pydeface afni_defacer afni_refacer mri_reface cGAN afni_defacer

FSL MB FSL MB FSL MB FSL MB FSL MB

TIV 1 � 10�9 6 � 10�10 4 � 10�9 0.16 0.17 0.14 0.01 1 � 10�17 0.47 4 � 10�8

CSF 3 � 10�11 0.42 8 � 10�4 1 � 10�8 1 � 10�21 0.42 0.23 9 � 10�5 2 � 10�5 0.14

GM 5 � 10�19 0.04 6 � 10�5 3 � 10�6 3 � 10�34 0.95 0.01 0.07 2 � 10�21 0.17

WM 0.16 2 � 10�5 8 � 10�4 0.06 1 � 10�51 0.15 1 � 10�9 2 � 10�4 5 � 10�22 0.13

Thalamus 1 � 10�5 0.83 7 � 10�14 0.07 2 � 10�55 0.56 4 � 10�17 0.71 2 � 10�38 0.67

Caudate 0.01 0.93 1 � 10�3 6 � 10�9 0.54 0.15 0.38 0.03 0.40 0.81

Putamen 6 � 10�8 0.13 9 � 10�9 1 � 10�4 3 � 10�8 0.14 4 � 10�4 0.03 2 � 10�5 0.13

Pallidum 1 � 10�4 0.83 9 � 10�6 1 � 10�4 5 � 10�11 0.14 0.04 0.01 4 � 10�7 0.24

Hippocampus 0.18 0.02 0.81 3 � 10�7 2 � 10�10 0.95 0.01 0.26 0.26 0.13

Amygdala 0.10 0.93 3 � 10�7 1 � 10�15 1 � 10�20 0.15 7 � 10�4 0.43 1 � 10�14 0.13

# significant 7 4 9 7 8 0 8 6 7 1

Note: Brain volumetry was performed with fsl_anat (FSL) and with MorphoBox (MB).
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with MorphoBox volumetric estimates are closer to mri reface and

cGAN afni_defacer than to the ones of defacing tools; on the contrary,

for fsl_anat results, the CRs are more comparable to the defacing

pydeface tool. The worst performance in terms of repeatability is given

by afni_defacer that has the highest and outlying values CRs for most

of the volumes estimated with fslanat or MorphoBox.

A more detailed analysis of the repeatability is given by Bland–

Altman plots shown in Figure 4 for TIV and hippocampus. For the rest

of the brain tissues and structures Bland–Altman plots are shown in

Appendix E. For the particular brain structures, the greatest effect on

the repeatability is provided by outlying volume estimates for some

subjects, rather than by systematic biases in volume estimates after

de-identification. For fsl_anat results the greatest impact is provided

by outliers with the positive difference, due to underestimated vol-

ume sizes after de-identification by all tools. On the contrary, Morpho-

Box results show less number of outliers outside the limits of

agreement for all de-identification tools, except for afni_defacer where

both TIV and hippocampus have many outliers with positive differ-

ences in volume estimates.

Additional evaluation of the segmentation quality with the Dice

score between brain segmentation maps before and after de-

identification are provided in Appendix E. While those results give

more details about the performance per brain structure, it overall

complements the conclusions derived from Bland–Altman plots about

the role of outliers on average performance of de-identification tools.

3.3 | Re-identification risk

The distribution of the cosine facial distances across the different

de-identification techniques are shown in Table 5. All de-

identification techniques showed non-zero distances between the

faces before and after anonymization, suggesting a certain level of

protection against re-identification. For the defacing techniques,

afni_refacer and cGAN afni_defacer resulted in comparable mean

values of cosine facial distances, while mri_reface resulted in the low-

est facial distance, suggesting the highest similarity between original

and anonymized faces.

Based on the performed face recognition model selection to find

the best model for the given task, we were able to determine an

approximate threshold for the cosine facial distance estimated by Arc-

Face that separates the classes of correctly and incorrectly matched

faces (more detailed results are given in Appendix D) and is equal to

0.4. There is still, however, an overlap between those classes that

results in 1.2% of false detection rate, that is, the percentage of faces

belonging to different subjects that were misclassified as a correct

match by the model. This value can be perceived as an error of the

current approach for re-identification risk approximation using

the percentage of potentially identifiable cases. The results presented

in Table 5, show that afni_defacer and afni_refacer yield the lowest

amount of potentially identifiable cases. Results for the defacing tech-

nique pydeface and cGAN afni_defacer are comparable, while mri_re-

face has the highest percentage of cases that can potentially be

identified.

3.4 | Trade-off between volumetric reproducibility
and re-identification risk

The trade-off plots in Figure 5 relating re-identification risk and post-

processing consistency, help summarizing the results for both sets of

experiments. Both plots show that afni_defacer provides the lowest

re-identification risk, at the expense of less consistent volumetric

brain measurements. For the MorphoBox brain segmentation the

afni_defacer has an outlying effect on the morphometry quality, not

comparable to the rest of de-identification tools. The performance of

other tools in terms of consistency of morphometry varies between

fsl_anat and MorphoBox. While mri reface has the lowest impact on

TABLE 4 Coefficients of repeatability obtained for absolute volumes in milliliters estimated on original scans and scans anonymized by
different tools (lower is better).

Brain regions

pydeface afni_defacer afni_refacer mri_reface cGAN afni_defacer

FSL MB FSL MB FSL MB FSL MB FSL MB

TIV 75.41 72.64 114.82 599.83 66.26 24.10 45.79 14.57 44.10 22.91

CSF 37.69 28.00 47.88 163.73 34.42 18.57 23.52 17.98 23.53 18.18

GM 23.57 36.34 49.98 312.02 27.16 20.99 13.11 19.30 15.67 20.95

WM 24.57 24.08 45.02 136.86 35.51 11.79 15.77 7.44 20.84 10.17

Thalamus 0.53 0.71 0.76 9.48 0.81 0.67 0.41 0.69 0.50 0.64

Caudate 0.38 0.75 0.41 5.77 0.25 0.70 0.29 0.69 0.30 0.68

Putamen 0.48 1.15 0.64 7.47 0.65 1.03 0.42 1.12 0.47 0.97

Pallidum 0.21 0.42 0.27 2.03 0.30 0.42 0.19 0.45 0.21 0.40

Hippocampus 0.55 0.74 0.83 3.55 0.69 0.47 0.31 0.44 0.37 0.42

Amygdala 0.36 0.29 0.38 1.10 0.38 0.23 0.27 0.26 0.27 0.24

Note: Absolute brain measurements were obtained with fsl _anat (FSL) and with MorphoBox (MB). Minimal coefficients of repeatability for specific volumes

are highlighted in bold for fsl_anat and bold italic for MorphoBox.
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F IGURE 4 Bland–Altman difference plots for the volumetric results of the original images in comparison to the ones of the de/refaced
images. Plots one big region (TIV) and the hippocampus as pars pro toto for a small region. Note that vertical axes scaling differs for fsl _anat and
MorphoBox.
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volumetric brain measurements obtained by fsl_anat, for the measure-

ments made by MorphoBox cGAN afni defacer anf afni_refacer have the

lowest impact. For MorphoBox, however, effect on volumetry is com-

parable across all refacing tools, which is different from fsl_anat.

3.5 | Processing time

Average processing time for each re-identification tool are shown in

Table 6. It is important to mention that cGAN afni_defacer operates on

already defaced images and for application to full-head scans, its times

should be added to the time taken by afni _defacer defacing.

Pydeface is the fastest technique for the applications to original

full-head images. Timings taken from afni _refacer and cGAN afni_defa-

cer are similar when considering applications to whole-head scans.

For applications to already defaced images for face generation,

cGAN afni_defacer provides significant speed up in comparison to the

rest of the refacing tools, both considering CPU and GPU applications.

4 | DISCUSSION

4.1 | Failed cases analysis

Most of the excluded scans were omitted because of a failure of pyde-

face. This can potentially be explained by the fact that pydeface was

previously shown to have a higher failure rate on scans belonging to

older cohorts (44–85 years) (Theyers et al., 2021) than on other

cohorts, and ages in the present dataset vary from 53 to 93 years.

The rest of the techniques have few or zero failures.

4.2 | Consistency of brain volume measurements

The results confirm that not only volume estimates of superficial brain

structures can be affected by de/refacing, as also deep brain struc-

tures, like thalamus, putamen or pallidum showed significantly differ-

ent absolute volume estimates made by fsl_anat.

TABLE 5 Re-identification risk assessment for the different de-identification techniques, using the ArcFace face recognition model.

Measure pydeface afni_defacer afni_refacer mri_reface cGAN afni_defacer

Cosine facial distance mean (st. dev.) 62.78 (16.30) 77.90 (14.89) 57.96 (11.71) 48.55 (11.11) 57.60 (14.72)

Potentially identifiable cases [%] 8.2% 3.4% 5.8% 23.5% 9.8%

Note: Mean and standard deviation of cosine facial distance and percentage of potentially identifiable cases are shown. ArcFace is used to calculate the

cosine distances between the original and de/refaced faces that is inversely proportional to re-identification risk.

F IGURE 5 Trade-off plots for the joint evaluation of the re-identification risk and reproducibility of the morphometry results after
de/refacing. The inverse face distance averaged across subjects is plotted on the y-axis as a measure of the re-identification risk. The vertical
whiskers' length is the standard deviation of the inverse distances. The normalized coefficients of repeatability (nCR) were calculated using the
normalized estimated volumes (averaging both across scans and across brain structures) are displayed on the x-axis as a measure of the
inconsistency in the volumetric results after face de-identification. Horizontal whiskers have the length of the standard deviation of the CR
values, calculated across scans for different normalized brain structure volumes.
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We also see that measurements obtained by different brain seg-

mentation software are affected differently by face de-identification

procedures. Particularly, fsl_anat post-processing results are more

affected by face de-identification than MorphoBox as reflected by the

amount of brain regions where statistically significant differences

were detected. MorphoBox performs soft tissue labeling based on an

intensity model whereas fsl_anat uses a shape and appearance model.

The shape-based algorithms tend to be more sensitive to noise. Thus,

slight changes in the boundary regions, which may result from the de-

identification, can cause large errors. This could hence explain the

lower reproducibility for FSL.

While results of the statistical testing are more related to system-

atic biases in the volume estimates, CRs are related to the spread of

the values and thus provide insight into the stability of the de-

identification techniques with regard to providing consistent results.

In the volumetric brain measurements obtained with MorphoBox, we

see the lowest amount of statistically significant differences after

applying afni_refacer and cGAN afni_defacer, and comparable CR

values for cGAN afni_defacer, mri_reface, afni_refacer (CR in small

structures are also comparable for pydeface). For the fsl_anat results,

the amount of statistically significant differences is relatively high for

all de/refacing tools (in 7–9 out of 10 brain structures), while the CR

values are the lowest and comparable for mri_reface and cGAN

afni_defacer.

With regard to the proposed cGAN afni_defacer technique, the

results show that it is able to recover differences in volumetric brain

measurements introduced by afni_defacer defacing. In particular, it

mitigates the number of brain structures showing significantly differ-

ent volume estimates, from 9 to 7 regions for fsl_anat and from 7 to

1 for MorphoBox. It also significantly reduces the CR values in compar-

ison to afni_defacer, suggesting more consistent volumetric brain mea-

surements. Image quality did not affect these differences, except for

the TIV ROI (see Appendix G).

4.3 | Re-identification risk

Judging by the distributions of the cosine facial distances, defacing

techniques yield the lowest similarity between original and anon-

ymized faces. In fact, this is mostly explained by face detection failure

preceding face recognition. Yet, pydeface has higher similarity of faces

than afni_defacer, because it removes a smaller portion of the head

leaving intact distinctive facial features, such as ears, partially eyes

and nose septum. While the face is left defaced, it does not raise any

issues, however if refacing is applied to such faces, the face detection

algorithm will no longer fail and residual facial features will be possibly

picked up by the algorithm. This implies that it is also important to

ensure proper defacing of all facial features. This was one of the pri-

mary considerations for the proposed cGAN afni_defacer being trained

particularly with afni_defacer images.

Mri_reface resulted in the lowest mean value of cosine facial dis-

tances and the highest percentage of potentially identifiable cases,

however this might be explained by the fact that it is based on

population-average face templates and produces the most realistic

faces. These results reflect the limitations of the proposed approach

for approximation of the re-identification risk. The relatively high

number of potentially re-identifiable cases may also indicate that,

apart from the facial features, also parameters like overall head shape

and size may have a significant contribution to subject identification.

The Bland–Altman plots give an intuition about different sources

of errors affecting repeatability. For the particular cases of TIV and

hippocampus, the outlying values of the difference and the amount of

such outliers are more likely to be affecting the repeatability than the

presence of systematic biases introduced by de-identification

techniques.

4.4 | Trade-off plots

While trade-off plots should indicate the techniques that achieve the

optimal trade-off between privacy protection and consistency of volu-

metric brain measurements after de-identification, our results do not

give a clear answer to this question. We see that different post-

processing tools, that is,MorphoBox and fsl_anat, disagree on the rank-

ing of the techniques, except for afni_defacer. Afni_defacer has the

overall lowest re-identification risk, however at the cost of a higher

effect on post-processing results. For the rest of the techniques, the

differences with regard to the effect on volumetric brain measure-

ments obtained with MorphoBox might be insignificant, however brain

segmentation results obtained with fsl_anat may suggest some ranking

of the techniques in terms of their effect on volumetric brain mea-

surements. In general, the plots confirm our hypothesis that there

seems to be a trade-off between privacy protection and consistent

post-processing, showing that for the investigated de-identification

tools more consistent post-processing is achieved at the expense of

higher re-identification risk. It also shows that the quality of post-

processing after de-identification, also depends on the post-

processing tool used, not just the de-identification tool itself.

TABLE 6 Average processing time in
seconds taken by each of the techniques
to process one scan. pydeface afni_defacer afni_refacer mri_reface

cGAN afni defacer

CPU GPU

92 126 131 917 9 5

Note: cGAN afni defacer operates on already defaced images, so defacing time should be added if full

images are used as input.
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4.5 | Processing time

Considering applications to whole-head scans, we see that time taken

by the defacing tools is not substantially smaller than the time

taken by refacing tools. Therefore, the processing time is not a reason

for choosing defacing over refacing.

The proposed cGAN refacing tool gives significant speed advan-

tages only in the scenario when one wants to recover consistent volu-

metric brain measurements from already defaced images. This may,

however, change with the development of faster defacing tools.

5 | CONCLUSION

In this study, we propose a new refacing technique based on a 3D

cGAN that operates on the defaced T1w images. We compared the

proposed technique to two defacing (pydeface and afni_refacer in

defacing mode) and two refacing techniques (afni_refacer in refacing

mode and mri_reface) in terms of (i) their degree of privacy protection;

(ii) their impact on volumetric brain measurements obtained with Mor-

phoBox and fsl_anat software, as an example of a common image

post-processing and analysis workflow; (iii) their required processing

time. We showed that the proposed technique achieves a good trade-

off between (i) and (ii) independently of the brain segmentation tech-

nique used. Its processing speed brings a significant advantage for

applications to already defaced scans and has a comparable proces-

sing time with other refacing techniques even if defacing is taken into

account. These results, in addition to all, suggest that the proposed

de-identification method is a viable technique for ensuring consistent

volumetric results from defaced images by face inpainting.

Through our comparative study we were able to confirm that

there exists a trade-off between the degree of privacy protection and

consistent post-processing results, meaning that one can not achieve

both superior face de-identification and low impact on the post-

processing results at the same time. Complete defacing with accurate

removal of all facial features leads to face detection and/or face rec-

ognition failure, and was also shown to corrupt the brain tissue and

subcortical segmentation and volumetric brain measurements. Our

results suggest that refacing is a better alternative in terms of provid-

ing consistent post-processing results in comparison to defacing.

Moreover, the face generation does not necessarily need to produce

highly realistic faces after the face reconstruction as long as volumet-

ric results remain consistent, as for the proposed refacing cGAN or

afni_refacer. As an exception, pydeface has a comparable effect on the

volumetric brain measurements obtained with MorphoBox software,

however, it does not provide such deep defacing as afni defacer often

leaving parts of eyes, cheeks or nose and, thus, has a re-identification

risk comparable to refacing tools. Summarizing the obtained results,

for the best privacy protections we would suggest to choose defacing

tools that properly remove all facial features, including eyes, nose,

ears, cheeks. However, for data re-usability refacing should be the

method of choice.

There are several limitations of this study that we would like to

address. First of all, we investigate the impact on post-processing

results only on example of volumetric brain measurements and only

with two existing tools with specific tools parameters. While further

investigation of this impact is preferable, our results show that a con-

sistency of volumetry after de-identification is specific to the post-

processing tool. Thus, it is crucial for any study to verify on their own

how the post-processing results of interest are affected by de-

identification of any kind. Second, there are generalization limits of

the provided trained cGAN, as it was trained on an older cohort

of subjects and solely on T1-weighted MR images, defaced with a

specific technique. Based on previous work, showing that the impact

of de-identification procedures on structural brain measures are com-

parable across different age groups (Buimer et al., 2021), there is a

reason to consider our results being transferable to other age groups.

Nevertheless, being a trainable approach our defacing tool can be

potentially adapted to any type of data with a reduced computational

cost considering a fine-tuning scenario where existing weights are

used for initialization. With this said, we recommend using defacing

tools that do not provide complete facial features removal as a basis,

as a properly trained cGAN is able to recover some original facial fea-

tures from their residuals meaning a significant increase in the re-

identification risk. Furthermore, the development of generative AI in

recent years gives a promise for further improvement of refacing algo-

rithms through integration of more advanced techniques, such as

transformer architectures or diffusion models.
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